Constraint-based Design Critic for Flat-pack Furniture Design
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Abstract: This paper reports on the Flat-pack Furniture Design Critic (FFDC). By analyzing the literature of architecture education, we have identified critiquing methods: delivery types (interpretation, introduction, example, demonstration, and evaluation) and communication modalities (written comments, graphical annotations, and images). Our FFDC uses these methods to deliver feedback. This paper also presents how our FFDC system selects particular methods by considering a certain condition such as user’s knowledge level and the previously used methods.
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Introduction

The studio occupies a pedagogically important position in design education. It is the main academic course in any architecture or industrial design program. Students in a studio are subjected to a series of critiquing sessions, where instructors offer critiques on their work. Essential among these sessions is the “desk crit”—a one-on-one critiquing session\textsuperscript{[1]}. For desk crits, an instructor visits individual students’ places to critique their work, while other students wait their turn. This long lineup of students limits the time the instructor can spend on each student, often resulting in a curtailed or superficial discussion\textsuperscript{[2]}. To address this problem, we envision that a computer program that could offer effective critique could help individual students learn designing just as intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) help students learn other subjects such as algebra\textsuperscript{[3]}.

Our main goals in this work are first, by reviewing the literature of architecture education, to identify what critiquing methods studio teachers use; and second, to develop a computer-based design critic that incorporates these methods, choosing particular methods based on conditions such as a student’s knowledge level and the methods that the system has previously used with the student. This paper presents our Flat-pack Furniture Design Critic (FFDC) system as a step toward creating computer-based critics that support design learning in studio settings. Our FFDC program supports multiple critiquing methods.

1. Related Work

1.1 Constraint-based Tutors (CBT)

Our FFDC program adopts the typical system architecture of constraint-based tutors, which is suited for design domains. An often-cited characteristic of design is that it lacks well-structured domain models and that a design problem seldom has a single or best solution. In this domain, no systematic way exists to determine when a proposed solution is acceptable. We chose constraint-based tutors, because this approach does not require a complete domain model. Constraint-based tutors model domain knowledge using a set of constraints that specify what characteristics a solution should or should not have. These constraints can provide only a partial description of a solution. The effect of a missing
constraint is highly restricted, resulting only in failing to detect a particular error. A proposed solution can still be analyzed with other constraints. Thus, we can develop a domain model incrementally.

These constraint-based tutors derive from Ohlsson’s theory of learning from performance errors [4]. Ohlsson argues that learning occurs when students catch mistakes by themselves or when others catch mistakes for them. The fundamental assumption is that certain problem states reveal diagnostic information. This assumption starts from the fact that one cannot develop acceptable solutions that violate domain principles. Antonija Mitrovic and her Intelligent Computer Tutoring Group (ICTG) has explored various topics in constraint-based tutoring, for example, supporting a variety of tasks, enhancement of student models, new strategies to deliver feedback, and development of authoring systems [5].

Each constraint represents a piece of domain knowledge; it consists of a relevance condition and a satisfaction condition. The relevance condition indicates when the constraint should apply—and the satisfaction condition represents states where a certain piece of knowledge has been correctly applied. Therefore, a solution must satisfy the satisfaction condition, when the constraint is deemed relevant to the user’s solution. For example, a constraint for designing a chair for writing, whose seat’s height range must be 380mm – 510mm, could be written as: If <designing a chair for writing>, then <the seat height above floor must be more than 380mm and less than 510mm>. A violated constraint indicates an opportunity to improve the proposed design so the tutor offers feedback regarding the violated constraint.

Some constraint-based tutors, for example, Kermit [6] record information about a student to deliver individually tailored instruction. This student model consists of the history of all constraints that the tutor has applied to the student’s design, including both satisfied and violated constraints. The violated constraints indicate domain knowledge the student has not yet mastered. Based on this diagnosis, the constraint-based tutor provides feedback to help the student improve the solution.

1.2 Critiquing Methods used in Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Critiquing Systems
Conventional intelligent tutoring systems and critiquing systems do not provide feedback using the rich range of methods that design instructors employ in studio teaching. (These are outlined in the following section.) Most computer-based systems use negative evaluation to provide feedback, merely pointing out problems or errors. Although researchers in intelligent tutoring and critiquing have explored various ways to interact with users such as argumentation [7], examples [8], dialogue [9], question-asking [10], or self-explanation [11], individual systems still do not cover all critiquing methods that studio instructors are using. Several systems also offer feedback using multiple modalities. For example, Reading Tutor [12] combines speech and graphics (highlighting); AutoTutor [9] combines speech with 3D simulation and facial expression; Design Evaluator [13] combines text with graphical annotation of a 3D model; and KID [8] combines text with images. Although taken together these systems recognize diverse methods to interact with users, we are unaware of any single system that makes decisions, based on a student model, about when to use which method to deliver particular critiquing methods. That is the focus of the system we present here.

2. Critiquing Methods – Delivery Types and Communication Modalities
Studio instructors in architectural design use a variety of critiquing methods to convey their knowledge and professional skills. We divide these methods into two categories: delivery types and communication modalities.
2.1. Delivery Types
Uluoglu [14] and Bailey [15] both identify diverse ‘delivery types’ by analyzing critiquing sessions in architecture studios. These include (1) interpretation of the students’ design solutions, (2) introduction of new ideas or approaches, (3) description of existing examples or precedents, (4) demonstration of potential solutions or other design actions, and (5) evaluation (positive or negative) of the students’ solutions. The choice of delivery types is important, because it may influence the students’ subsequent actions and hence their learning. For example, when a teacher offers existing examples, students may look at how the given examples develop ideas and attempt to apply the ideas to their solutions. On the other hand, when the teacher points out errors, the students may fix these errors. Table 1 shows examples of delivery types in an architectural design critique [16].

Table 1 Feedback Instances of Five Delivery Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery Types</th>
<th>Feedback Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>“Your building is just getting light into this level (pointing to the bottom window on the physical model)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>“Have you thought about the sun’s path over a day and a year?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>“Le Corbusier’s building has a similar concept. Look at the windows of his chapel at Ronchamp.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>“You need to make a form here. You need to do something here (drawing a line that represents a wall)”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Evaluation     | (positive) “You take the rough form into something more precise…. which is good”  
                             (negative) “No good, horrible—it just ruins the whole idea.” |

2.2. Communication Modalities
We define ‘communication modalities’ as channels such as speech, text, and drawing. The primary modality in all face-to-face critiquing sessions is speech—teachers always talk. Studio teachers also make brief notes as they draw, or annotate their students’ sketches. Although these notes are terse, they help students remember the spoken feedback. Design teachers often use drawings, ranging from abstract diagrams to representational forms. Schön [16] and Anthony [2] both note that critiques presented in multiple modalities work together and help students understand the intentions of their instructors (see Figure 1).

2.3. Multiple Critiquing Methods
Studio instructors offer feedback using multiple critiquing methods [18] to deliver images, ideas, examples, and actions acquired from their experiences. The instructors have accumulated their own collections of images, ideas, examples, and actions. Schön [18] calls this collection a ‘repertoire’. When instructors look at a student’s solution, they scan their repertoires and for similar situations, for example, buildings they have known, or problems they have previously encountered. The instructors not only point out errors; they
also describe examples or demonstrate how to solve the problems. Feedback presented using multiple methods helps design students understand their problems better, eliminate errors from their proposed solutions, and construct their own repertoires [14, 18].

3. Flat-pack Furniture Design Critic (FFDC)

Inspired by the richness of critiquing in architectural design studio, we have built a constraint based design critic program that offers students feedback using five delivery types (interpretation, introduction, example, demonstration, and evaluation) and three communication modalities (written comments, graphical annotations, and images). Our Flat-pack Furniture Design Critic (FFDC) selects delivery type and modality to present a critique using a model of the student’s task and the criticism that the student has previously received.

Our program utilizes the identified critiquing methods used in architecture studios. However, we chose as our test-bed for system development the simpler design domain of flat-pack furniture instead of architecture for several reasons. First, although the problem space of flat pack furniture design is relatively small, it is still ill-defined and open-ended. Second, furniture design is often used as an early exercise for first-year architecture students. Finally, furniture designers familiarize themselves with design problem-solving by drawing and modeling in the same ways as architecture students do.

3.1. System Architecture

Our FFDC is written in MCL (Macintosh Common Lisp) using OpenGL to provide 3D models and the Lisa (Lisp-based Intelligent Software Agent) production rule system to reason about a proposed furniture design using the stored constraints. FFDC comprises a number of components: it has Construction Interface, Parser, Pattern Matcher, Design Constraints, Critiquing Rules, User Model, Pedagogical Module, and Critiquer. Figure 2 shows these components, their relationships, and the information flow among them.

![Figure 3 Main FFDC Components in the Iterative Construction-Critiquing-Repair Cycle.](image)

A designer starts designing by sketching an axonometric diagram in the Construction Interface using a stylus and a digitizing tablet. The program records all sketched glyphs, identifies the Cartesian coordinate system, and generates a 3D model (shown in Figure 4-(a) and (b)).

The Parser parses the sketched diagram and the 3D model, producing two kinds of data: parts and their properties (e.g., x-length, plane, 3D coordinate data, joints, etc.) and configuration of parts (e.g., parallel, between, top-of, jointing, distance, etc.). The Parser creates a text file to store a symbolic representation of the designed furniture.
The program stores a set of Design Constraints that represent principles that designers need to know. FFDC uses two types of constraints: 27 structural constraints that specify forbidden/allowed structures of furniture parts and 36 functional constraints that specify allowed functions of certain parts or a whole piece of furniture.

The Pattern Matcher compares the symbolic representation of the design against the Design Constraints in order to detect critiquing opportunities. For example, a chair design in Figure 4-(a) violates the stored constraint that ‘a chair must have armrests’. The following pseudo-code and diagrams show the constraint that the design has violated.

**If the designed furniture is a chair**

```
((Seat is placed on top of Leg1)
 (Seat is placed on top of Leg2)
 (Seat is placed on top of Leg3)
 (Seat is placed on top of Leg4)
 (Back is placed on top of Seat))
```

**then the chair must have armrests**

```
((Armrest1 is placed top of Seat)
 (Armrest2 is placed top of Seat)
 (Armrest1 is placed on left side of Back)
 (Armrest1 is jointed with Back)
 (Armrest2 is placed on right side of Back)
 (Armrest2 is jointed with Back))
```

FFDC stores two types of User Model: a short-term and a long-term user model. The short-term user model stores the reasoning outputs of the Pattern Matcher, namely the violated and satisfied constraints for the current critiquing session. Each violated/satisfied constraint stores (1) the unique constraint number to indicate which constraint is violated or satisfied; (2) whether this constraint is violated (V) or satisfied (S); (3) how many times this constraint has been violated or satisfied; (4) what furniture parts violate/satisfy this constraint; (5) the critiquing delivery types that have already been used to offer feedback on this constraint; and (6) the used critiquing communication modalities. The long-term user model stores the history of all violated and satisfied constraints over multiple critiquing sessions. Using this history of all constraints, the program makes inferences about (1) how much a designer knows about this flat-pack design field; (2) the specific strengths and weaknesses of the designer; and (3) which critiquing method works well for a certain designer. For example, the program identifies a designer who tends to violate important constraint as a novice. It also observes which types of constraints a designer tends to violate. When the designer mainly violates structural constraints, the program concludes that the designer is weak in structural knowledge.

### 3.2. Selecting Particular Delivery Types and Communication Modalities

This section describes how the FFDC selects particular set of delivery types and modalities. It explains (1) our constraint design, and (2) the Pedagogical Module and the Critiquing Rules.

**3.2.1. Our Constraint Design**

Each constraint data structure has two slots relevant to offering feedback in multiple methods: critique-delivery-types, and critique-modalities. The critique-delivery-types slot stores pre-defined written comments for the constraint in five different delivery types. For example, a bookcase design (Figure 4-(b)) violates a constraint that checks whether a back part is large enough to support lateral loads. The critique-delivery-types slot stores written comments in five different delivery types:
The critique-modalities slot stores a list of calls to routines that deliver feedback in different communication modalities. The FFDC delivers feedback using the selected communication modalities by executing these routines: graphic annotations, e.g., painting parts that violate a constraint in red; displaying graphic icons such as arrows to indicate load placed on a furniture part; and retrieving and presenting images of relevant examples.

3.2.2. Pedagogical Module and Critiquing Rules

The Pedagogical Module takes as input (1) the data of a violated constraint from the short-term user model, and (2) the data about a specific designer from the long-term user model. It then chooses particular critiquing methods by applying the Critiquing Rules (see Figure 3). The FFDC has a set of Critiquing Rules that specify which delivery types and communication modalities to use under what conditions. In other words, the Pedagogical Module considers the violated constraint and the designer’s history with the system in order to select a particular critiquing method (Figure 3).

![Figure 4 Pedagogical Module and Critiquing Rules](image-url)

Our FFDC system selects critiquing methods differently according to certain conditions. When the program knows nothing about the designer, or if the long-term user model stores no history of the violated constraints, the Pedagogical Module chooses delivery types and modalities following two sequences: (1) interpretation – introduction – example – demonstration – evaluation, and (2) written comments – graphic annotations – images – multiple modalities. These two sequences are the initial setup for selection of critiquing methods. Once the program learns more about the designer, it selects delivery types and modalities following the Critiquing Rules. For example, when a designer is identified as a novice, the Pedagogical Module will select the ‘demonstration’ delivery type rather than ‘example’ because novices often have difficulty utilizing examples in their designs. Or if a designer tends to violate structural constraints, the Pedagogical Module will select graphical annotation with written comments, because feedback in multiple modalities (text + drawing) works better for a student who lacks prior knowledge about the subject matter [19].

3.3. Presenting Feedback using the Selected Delivery Types and Modalities

Once the Pedagogical Module selects a critiquing method, the Critiquer activates one or more of its components to present the critique to the designer. The Critiquer has three components: (1) a Text Critiquer, which presents the written comments associated with a violated constraint, (2) an Example Finder, which selects relevant examples from a library,
and (3) a Graphic Critiquer, which highlights relevant furniture parts and draws graphical annotations on a designer’s diagram. If the Pedagogical Module selects the critiquing methods ‘introduction’ and ‘graphical annotation’, then the Critiquer activates two components (Figure 4-(a)): the Text Critiquer and the Graphic Critiquer. The Text Critiquer presents the stored ‘introduction’ message from the violated constraint. The Graphic Critiquer executes function calls stored in the critiques-modalities slot (using the stored relevant furniture parts as parameters) to annotate the designer’s diagram.

![Figure 5. (a) Chair: FFDC introduces a new idea of adding armrests to a chair for a user’s comfort by making graphic annotations in the Construction Interface (two circles) to indicate possible positions of armrests and displaying written comment “How about adding armrests to your chair?” (introduction + graphical annotation); (b) Bookcase: FFDC demonstrates how to resolve the detected situation by making graphical annotations in the Construction Interface (a rectangle with two arrows) and displaying a written comment “You need to make the back part bigger as shown”(demonstration + graphical annotation).]

When the Pedagogical Module selects ‘example’ as delivery type and ‘images’ as modality, the Critiquer activates the Text Critiquer and the Example Finder. The Example Finder looks through stored designs that other designers have made and retrieves the relevant ones. The program stores a furniture design as three kinds of data in a text file: (1) the parsed data that the Parser has generated, (2) the geometrical data of the drawn diagram and (3) a list of the violated constraints of the design (when constraints are violated). The Example Finder compares previously stored designs with the current design to retrieve relevant cases. For example, suppose that a certain design that the Example Finder finds is a chair. The Example Finder scans through previously saved files. If it finds that the parsed data in a file satisfy the constraint that checks whether a design is a chair, it decides the retrieved design is relevant. The Critiquer then presents all the retrieved chairs (Figure 5).

![Figure 6 FFDC Presents Several Examples of Other Chairs]

4. Conclusion
The Flat-pack Furniture Design Critic applies the constraint based tutoring approach to the domain of design. We also have analyzed design critiquing by reviewing the literature of the pedagogy of architecture studios. FFDC supports delivery types and communication modalities that are used in architectural education settings. It also selects particular methods to deliver feedback by considering a user’s knowledge and the critiquing methods that the program has previously used for this user.
Our FFDC system is intended to close the gap between human critics and computer-based critiquing systems and intelligent tutors. It adds the richness of design critiquing to the conventional feedback of those systems in the form of diverse delivery types and communication modalities. We believe that feedback presented in these multiple methods can help designers develop their solutions better and learn designing better.

We chose flat-pack furniture designing as an example domain, but our system could be extended for other domains such as architecture, product design, or engineering. Our system mechanism that selects particular critiquing methods is applicable to other domains: The system determines critiquing methods by considering domain independent information such as a user’s knowledge level and previously used delivery types and modalities. A system designer could implement a system for another domain by developing a Parser that analyzes designs and Design Constraints that represent domain knowledge.

FFDC could also serve as a tool for experimenting with different delivery types and communication modalities for learning design. These experiments could help us refine and enhance the selection mechanism of critiquing methods to support learning design.
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